New Book Publisher Seeks Creative Nonfiction

New writers welcome

Chicago, Ill. – Dream of Things, an independent general interest publisher, seeks creative nonfiction for anthologies on numerous topics. Over the next few years, Dream of Things plans to publish a series of about 24 anthologies that are “easier to swallow than Chicken Soup and easier to digest than Best American Essays,” says owner Mike O’Mary.

“I like some of the Chicken Soup stories,” says O’Mary, “but sometimes they are so sweet and upbeat they’re a little hard to swallow. And the Best American series is great, but most of our stories will be shorter and more personal.”

Dream of Things is currently accepting submissions for anthologies on 15 topics:

- forgiveness
- saying goodbye to the people, places and things in our lives
- coffee shop stories
- travel writing
- Internet dating
- holiday stories
- life in the modern workplace
- and more.

See the “Workshop” section of dreamofthings.com for a complete list of topics, submission guidelines and payment information.

Some men see things as they are and ask, “Why?”

I dream of things that never were and ask, “Why not?”

– George Bernard Shaw